Digitize
Gameday
Parking
The better the experience,
the louder they'll cheer.

Spot digitizes the campus to elevate the gameday experience, improve
parking management, and encourage informed planning decisions.
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Why a Digital Gameday?
Spot's Gameday solution creates a digital replica of
campus, for Administrators to easily plan, update,
and monitor parking and communicate to attendees.
Pre-Plan Gameday and special event
templates to plan the season in advance
Enable collaboration between
departments to plan event parking
Identify conflicts between simultaneous
events and set priorities
Parking Selection for donors & season
ticket holders to select their parking space
Real-time Parking Updates, ensures
drivers have up-to-the-minute information

How Does it Work?
Spot leads with a data-first focus, collecting and
ingesting parking data and interpreting complex
rules into a visual, time-dynamic reflection of
parking on campus. Spot then centralizes a view of
parking and mobility options specific to the user.
Connections are then established with a breadth of
parking management functions via Spot's open
architecture platform. Examples include:
ALPR to automate enforcement & data collection
IoT devices and networks for live occupancy
Payment systems for reservations & guidance
Transit shuttles for real-time location display
The result is a dramatically improved gameday
parking experience for drivers - personal guidance,
reduced congestion and live vision of options.

Integrate Mobility Options, displaying all
modes of transportation - parking, shuttle,
rideshare dropoff zones and more
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The fans are also playing the game.
Gameday & Special Event Planning
Event-based templates are pre-configured allowing for the consultation and pre-planning
of major events. Departments can collaborate to manage the conflicts and set the parking
priorities of simultaneous events. Changes to regular parking conditions (such as access
allowance and pricing) are communicated directly to all attendees weeks ahead of time,
informing drivers and cutting traffic congestion before and after the event.

Administration Interface
Spot's Administration Interface enables Event & Parking Administrators to monitor
parking, update and set regulations, all with geographically exact and up-to-date parking
data. Selections can be made at a lot level, baygroups, and even individual bays; allowing
unique restrictions to be applied during gamedays. music concerts, graduation, or even
construction. Spot users can see parking conditions for events prior to their trip.

Event Parking Guidance
On gameday, users simply open Spot to see
the best parking available to them with
their parking pass or permit. See the latest
notifications, up to the minute occupancy
of high-density lots, special discounts, and
more. With direct guidance to your parking
location, as well as information on shuttles
and additional transport options, getting to
the game has never been easier.

Donor & Season Ticket Holders
Allow Donors & Season ticket holders to
select the exact parking space for the
season. Set allowances by price level,
ensuring users are only able to choose
between the parking space options
available to their level of investment.

Sponsorships & Advertising
With game attendees able to view parking
for gameday weeks in the leadup, new
opportunities for advertising and
sponsorship on the Spot interface become
available. Display advertising, secure
sponsorship for tailgate lots, and provide
businesses with accurate data on the
amount of eyes seeing their brand.
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Redefining gameday for a superior fan experience.

